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From The Editor
Hello,
We had a coffee meeting to see if we can
get Bill Cove’s idea of a salute to our first
line workers in this pandemic off the
ground and we received some good
ideas.
The thing is what do you think? Do you
think we need a solid, long lasting tribute
in Port Alberni or are the hearts being
shown city-wide enough?

PACIFIC RIM
CARPET CLEANING
15 year’s Experience
Fully Insured
Stain Removal
Carpet & Upholstery
Residential Commercial
Water, Fire & Wind
Damage Restoration

Let us know as we would welcome the
input. You can email me at:
marigoldproductions@shaw.ca.
t

Anne

BRENT
250-720-5160
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LABOUR
DAY
LABOUR DAY originally gave workers the chance to campaign for better working conditions or
pay during parades and picnics organized by trade unions. On April 15, 1872, The Toronto
Trades Assembly organized Canada’s first significant demonstration of workers’ rights. The aim
of the demonstration was to obtain the release of 24 leaders of the Toronto Typographical Union
who had been locked up for striking to campaign for a nine hour work day.
At this time, trade unions were illegal and striking was seen as a criminal conspiracy to disrupt
trade. There was tremendous support for the parade as 10,000 came out to hear the speeches and
authorities could no longer deny the important role that the trade unions played in the emerging
Canadian society and that day, the Prime Minister of Canada, Sir John MacDonald, promised to
repeal the laws against trade unions. It wasn’t long before the promise was made good and that
led to the founding of the Canadian Labour Congress in 1883.
These days, many people see the holiday as an opportunity to take a late summer trip or enjoy
family and friends at picnics, fairs, festivals and firework displays. Originally celebrated in the
spring, this holiday was moved to the fall in 1894.

-
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MEET THE CREW
OF THE
BARKLEY
SENTINEL
A NEW ADDITION TO
THE PORT ALBERNI
WATERFRONT
They are committed to protecting
our coast and reducing the harm of
spills on our shores.

The Barkley Sentinel and her crew represent the only Transport
Canada – certified marine response organization on our coast.
Their mandate is to ensure a state of readiness when a marine spill
occurs and to mitigate the impact of such a spill on B.C.’s coast.
This includes the protection of wildlife, economic and
environmental sensitivities and the safety of both the responders
and the public.
The Barkley Sentinel is a rapid response skimming vessel, the first
73 foot vessel of its kind. It has improved open water rapid
response and night time operations capacity. It can skim 32.8
tonnes per hour with a storage capacity of 40 tonnes.
Port Alberni is only one of a chain
of bases situated along the coast.
There will be nine boats of various
sizes and capabilities based here.
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Right now, the Barkley Sentinel can be seen at the Fisherman’s
Wharf but major changes are in the works for the harbour area
behind the Port Boat House. There will be a docking area as well
as a large office complex as per the site renderings below.
SITE RENDERINGS
If
I

This is an aerial shot of Port Alberni showing
the expanse of waterfront being utilized for
the docking facilities and offices involved in
this project.

This is an overview of the docking area. The
walkway with benches already in place at the
Harbour Quay will give a great view of the
comings and goings of the boats.

This is a three dimensional picture of how the
docking facility will actually appear

This is what the office complex will look like
when viewed from the town.

The nine vessels based at Port Alberni represent a full complement
and are a great addition to the Port Alberni Harbour.
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For Virgos, the year of 2020 is one of mingled hope and fear. The
good news is that the year brings you good career and health
prospects. You will be at the top in your work and exercise will
maintain your good health. However, in other aspects there will be
annoyances which will require you to make adjustments.
Virgo’s are stubborn. They don’t know how to concede or adjust for
contradictions so there will be many conflicts in relationships.
Learn to understand where others are coming from, stop quarreling,
try to communicate harmoniously and try to give rather than take.
You are diligent, hardworking and earnest all the time. You are
good at what you do but sometimes you dive right in without finding
the easiest way, the shortcut, the way that will save you time and
money. Slow down and think things through before you act. You
can do this.

PLEY
ROOFING
 INSURED
 FREE ESTIMATES

250-731-4510
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BEACHCOMBER WALL ART
by Teresa Clouthier

Summer is winding down but you can take it home with you when you find a unique and lovely
piece of driftwood to turn into a piece of art. All you need is a vision, a few bits of wood, or
metal, to embellish what you have, some paints and your imagination
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ORONHYALEKHA

Contentment
Contentment is a state of peaceful
happiness. There is an old Asian
saying that:
‘HE WHO IS CONTENTED IS RICH’

In our lives, we tend to strive for
success. We want more and then
more again. But we can’t count on
the trappings of success with its
reliance on external factors, people
and things to give us happiness. By

(BURNING CLOUD)
This man was born on AUGUST 10, 1841 on the
Six Nation Reserve near Brantford in the province
of Upper Canada (present day Ontario).
In his lifetime he would become a physician,
office holder, supreme chief ranger and an author.
In 1881, he helped restructure the International
Order of Foresters which was on the verge of
becoming bankrupt. He became its first supreme
chief ranger and the organization expanded greatly
under his governance.
At his death in 1907, the Order boasted 250,000
members with a budget of eleven million dollars.

its very nature, success is fragile,
fickle and futile in the search.
Happiness requires contentment.
It needs us to be satisfied with what
we have. Instead of saying:
“I need to have what I want”
The key is to change a couple of
words to
“I need to want what I have”

Thanks to Library and Archives Canada
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BRAIN TEAZER

.

68) To give a false impression
70 Pan-European investment
group

27) French head
128) Really big movies
129) black piano keys
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81) Speaking platform
82) Glow
84) precedes Lama
86) Specific group of
domestic animals
88) Green/blue color
90) precedes Jones
93) Shoulder decoration

Answer on
page 28

Waves beat rocks
Rolling stone against stone.
Crunching, woosh of salty water
Echoing in the still air.
A keening wail disturbs the peace.
Then another.
Squinting into the blue sky
At first, we see nothing
And listen, ears straining.
Then shadows appear
Slender necks and huge wings
There are three.
Nosily they descend to the pebbled beach
Calling to each other
In honks and warbled falsettos.
On spindly legs they land
And crowd together.
Black eyes searching for danger
Red capped heads flashing in the sun.
Feathers almost white
Bodies heavy and powerful.
One of the beautiful flyers falters
Falling to a knee.
The other two close around.
We hold our breath,
Waiting motionless so as not to scare the
weary travellers.
It is fall and they are migrating
To southern sun-drenched pastures
Teaming with grass
And ponds filled with cool, sweet water.
But their journey has just begun

They have so far to go.
Why do they linger here?
Minutes pass and then we realize
Nature has taken a sacrifice.
The crane has died.
It’s lustrous head lays limp
A wing sticks out; odd, unnatural.
The pair cry and push at the body but it is no use.
The tide is coming in
Pulling at the carcass with icy tendrils.
The lifeless bird moves with the waves, feathers
scraping against rock.
The others wait as long as they can, unwilling to
leave their companion.
How long have they flown together? What
adventures have they shared?
They know that they must move on.
With a mighty thrust they rise into the clouds.
Circling, calling
Calling Just in case.
Gaining altitude, we lose sight of them.
Yet still we hear their mournful cries.
Saddened we go over to the fallen.
Gently pushing the once magnificent bird into the
ocean.
Hoping that the others find their way.
Farewell, we whisper into the void.
We leave the beach.
Knowing that we will never forget
The sound of the cranes’ lament.
12
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KRAZY KOLORING

Which means we which means we
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SEPTEMBER 2020 MOVIE PIC

Set in the Australian wheat belt in
1968, this is a film about two
fifteen year old boys – one black,
one white – whose friendship
begins to grow apart under the
stress of a changing world of
social and political boundaries
with heartbreaking results.

DRAMA

This is a Woody Allen film.
Search for it on-line.

XAVIER

CLARENC

Make a swing for your porch
SAMUEL
E JOHN
or backyard

RYAN

MIA
WASIKOW
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KEPTON
PELL

TARA
MORICE

COULSON’S ICE BLAST
As the world fights the Covid19 pandemic, the team at Coulson Ice Blast is busy at work
developing further innovations to complement their ground-breaking IceStorm technology.
These include: advanced nozzle development, accessory enhancements, robotic applications,
and continued research into dry ice pelletizers.
With IceStorm machines that offer a selection of wet ice blasting and dual wet and dry ice
blasting options, the company continues to raise the bar dramatically for the competition.
Coulson Ice Blasting technology is more cost effective than most other blasting technology in
the world, as the patented Coulson Ice Blast wet ice technology uses regular ice cubes.
The culmination of patented technology, along with strategic partnerships with robotic
companies like KUKA, are resulting in technological breakthroughs destined to make the world
a cleaner and safer place to work and live.
16

Foster Coulson, President of Coulson Ice Blast, states that:
“We are continuing to innovate and expand our product lines and services. As our customer
needs change, our products will change with them. Our commitment is to listen and be
responsive to our clients, while offering increased environmental benefits through water
conservation”.
Response to the Covid19 pandemic requires thorough cleaning methods, and the safety and
health of the operator is now more important than ever. The IceStorm products ensure that
job sites can be safely cleaned, while sole operators can work independently, rather than
require numerous employees who cannot socially distance in small, confined work areas.
Graffiti and paint removal have become very important to businesses and municipalities, as
buildings and parks have experienced increased vandalism during the pandemic, especially
graffiti. This requires a proven industrial cleaning option that can efficiently remove spray
paint from windows and exteriors, without chemicals, damaging the building, or requiring
costly media. Coulson’s work continues throughout the Covid19 pandemic and will continue
after the world has overcome it and finds itself entering the “next normal”.

CHARCOUTERIE BOARD
A charcouterie board is a meat response to a
cheese board. They are fun to make, a
wonderful addition to your table and sure to
wow your dinner guests.
There is no end to the possible variations and
you can add in festive stuff on special occasions
like sprigs of holly for Christmas and chocolate
hearts for Valentine’s Day. Bon Apetite!
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VACCINATING YOUR PET
By Dr. Angela Damant, B. SC. (Hons), D.V.M.
Dogs and cats need to be vaccinated for some common diseases that occur in this area.
Puppies and kittens need a series of three vaccinations starting at 6-8 weeks of age. Two
boosters are administered at 3-4 week intervals until they are 14-16 weeks old. Puppies and
kittens must be at least 12 weeks old before they can be vaccinated for rabies.
Parvovirus is a serious disease that we see in dogs that is easily prevented by vaccination. The
recommended series of three boosters to protect against parvovirus would cost an owner
approximately 1/5th it would cost to treat a dog that has parvovirus infection. Dogs with parvo
usually die without treatment. The virus is spread by infected dogs, racoons, and bear feces.
The virus is very resistant, meaning that it lasts a long time in the environment, so dogs do not
have to come in contact with a sick animal to pick up the virus. Thus puppies that are not fully
vaccinated (i.e. have not had all three vaccinations) should not be taken to places where there
are lots of other dogs, and if they are on a farm they should not be allowed to roam free. If
you have had a previous dog with parvovirus and plan to get a new puppy, the puppy should
be completely vaccinated before bringing it home (meaning it should have the series of three
shots before coming home).
The clinical signs of the disease are vomiting, bloody diarrhea, depression, fever, and food
refusal. If you see any of these signs you need to take your dog to a veterinarian. Once the dog
has been examined by the vet, he/she may do a test to check for parvo virus. If this test is
positive then supportive therapy is initiated. Most dogs do recover with IV (intravenous) fluids
in 3-7 days. However, some dogs die despite treatment.
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A common problem that we see in kittens is upper respiratory tract infections. The majority of
these infections can be prevented through vaccination. Some of the viruses we can vaccinate
for are feline rhinotracheitis, calci, and panleukopenia. These viruses are acquired from other
sick cats and the environment. Kittens should be kept inside until fully vaccinated. These
viruses can all cause varying severity of symptoms such as a snotty nose, sneezing, runny eyes,
trouble breathing, fever, depression, and food refusal. If the kitten does not become too ill
they can recover on their own or may require supportive therapy. Some will die from the
infection and others may have permanent damage to their respiratory tract and experience
recurrent respiratory infections that require long term treatment.
Rabies is another common virus that we vaccinate dogs and cats for routinely. Rabies is a very
serious virus that can kill any mammal including people. Once any mammal has contracted the
disease they will die and there is no cure! That is why we recommend vaccinating all cats and
dogs once a year. This vaccine will protect your pet against rabies and more importantly your
family from contracting this disease from your pets.
Vaccines are incredibly safe with a serious reaction happening only one in a million doses.
There is a greater chance of being in a serious car crash, one in 5,000, while you are driving up
to see your vet than having a life-threatening problem with a vaccine.
If you would like more information on vaccinating your pet please feel free to contact your
local veterinarian.

AUGUST 19, 1942: Allied forces launch the
raid on Dieppe, France.. Out of 4,963
Canadians to embark only 2,000 made it
back to England. Over 900 lost their lives
and nearly 2000 were taken prisoner.

Answer page 28
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BATTLE FATIGUE

Early morning smog blended with the smoke
that belched out of the pulp mills countless
smokestacks as we landed at an old dry land
sort a half mile from the waterline. A pile of
new beams waited for us. A dozen men stood
on the bank to receive and install them.

by
Hank Sands
The August sun hadn’t arrived yet as I drove
past the Forest Industries Flying Tankers sign
and turned down the narrow road to the Base
at Sproat Lake. The crew of engineers and
pilots would arrive at noon and stand by until 8
p.m. The fire hazard was edging towards
extreme and 90% of fires started in the
afternoon or evening.

We spread out a thirty foot length of yacht
braided lanyard and slipped a large steel ring at
one end onto the automatic quick release hook
attached to the helicopter.
At the other end of the line was an electric
hook that released with the simple press of a
button inside the helicopter. Short, steel
chokers were looped around the beams ready to
attach to the automatic hook one at a time.

My assistant for the morning, Gary Borgford,
was a tall, thin, athletic young man who liked
to eat raw onions and was probably most at
home on the edge of a stream, fishing for
steelhead. His regular job was piloting the
Martin Mars but he was learning all there was
to know about the helicopter.

The helicopter made ten trips before a cross
wind came up from the canal making it difficult
to sling the beams into place. A 200 foot high
power line ran parallel to the water line. It
carried 130,000 volts of electricity and like the
water line, fed the mill.

Gary was waiting for me beside the helicopter,
a Jet Ranger, sitting quietly on the tarmac.
After a walk-about checking for leaks, popped
rivets and anything else that might make the
helicopter unsafe to fly, we took off and
headed south following an enormous waterway
that snaked toward the pulp mill.

The power line and the water line were a mere
stone’s throw apart. This meant that I would
have to fly to within a hair’s breadth of the
power line and make a sharp turn into the wind.

The last mile we travelled was over a large
salt-water swamp. The superstructure of beams
that supported a pipeline over the swamp
needed replacing.

We were here to hook up the new beams under
the helicopter and sling them over to the men at
the work site.
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I turned hard but the wind fooled me. There
was a loud, sickening crash and a brilliant
burst of light engulfed me. The helicopter
shuddered like a buckshot duck whose proud,
flapping wings were doomed to fail.

I hit hard!
Thick swamp grass cushioned my landing but
left me buried belly deep in mud. The
helicopter ground to a stop. The smell of hot
oil mingled with wisps of smoke drifting out
of the engine compartment. The main rotor
finally stopped in front of me, a twisted piece
of junk metal.

The rotors were still turning but the badly
unbalanced machine was in its death throes.
My head hit the window, leaving me drifting
in and out of consciousness. Images of things
that had transpired flashed before my eyes.

All I wanted to do was close my eyes and wait
for the headache to subside but the wisps of
smoke turned black and started to fill the
cabin.

“I’m going to die six blocks from where I
live,” was my last, ghastly thought.
I realized I had hit the power line. My head
throbbed and my eyesight was blurred but I
knew I had to get the helicopter blades into a
flatter pitch before the damaged rotor broke
off and tore the whole machine and me to bits.

I jumped ankle deep into the salty swampland
and staggered toward the water line while the
pulp mill crew watched my approach in
dumbfounded silence.
There was a loud bang and I looked back,
tripped over a log and went flat on my face in
the mud. The helicopter was still smoking but
hadn’t blown up. I struggled back up and half
walked, half crawled to the water line where I
flopped down; wet, bruised and exhausted.

I was being thrown around like a rag doll and I
desperately slammed down on the lever with
all my strength. The helicopter smoothed out
just long enough for me to get my trembling
hands on the controls but now I was heading
for the swamp like a spent comet.

“Better get out of that salt water, son,” an
older voice said above me. “No need to get
electrocuted after what you’ve been through.”

I had only seconds to flare the helicopter in a
steep nose up attitude to speed up the rotors
and stop my forward flight. If the extra stress
on the damaged rotor broke away, I would hit
the ground in a mangled heap.

I got out of there like that water was full of
alligators. The older man gave me a hand to
help me up. The rest just stared at me. I tried
hard not to cry.

I flared and waited for the crash. The
helicopter slowed, smoke poured into the
cabin and a gut-wrenching sound above my
head told me the transmission was about to let
go. Stopped at last, I pulled on the collective
to increase the pitch on the rotors and slow my
descent.

The twisted end of a 200 foot one-inch thick
power line dangled in the water close to the
helicopter. There was a dazzling flash
followed by another explosion. The line
sparked, hissed and coiled like a snake before
it became silent.
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Gary was suddenly walking toward me.

I drove back along the winding road to Port
Alberni feeling like a century had gone by
since I had driven this road a mere two hours
before. As I passed the pulp mill, I saw the
helicopter swaying dangerously as a huge
crane lifted it onto a barge.

“How the hell could I screw up like this?” I
asked him as tears fell down my cheeks.
“Battle fatigue,” he replied.
When we arrived back at the base, we knew
they had learned about the accident.
Engineers and fellow pilots averted their eyes,
not knowing what to say.

I turned away and drove home. My two kids
were playing in the yard. They ran to me and I
hugged them both, tears making mascara-like
lines down my grimy face.

I made my way to the manager’s office fully
expecting him to yell “What the hell
happened?”

“Daddy, Daddy,” my son said, “you’re all wet.
Did you fall in the lake?”
“And you’re all muddy too,” my sweet-faced
little girl added.

I stood in front of his desk soaked to the ass,
bruised and covered in mud. But all he said
was:

They were too young to know that the wet and
the mud didn’t matter. I had been given time
to fix all that. I had been given time.

“You’d better go home and put some dry
clothes on. We’ll talk about it tomorrow.”

THE SEPTEMBER EQUINOX happens on or around September 22nd. It is the
last day of summer and occurs when the sun crosses the celestial equator –
an imaginary line in the sky above earth’s equator.
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THOUGHTS FROM
WILLIAM FAUKNER

WHAT IS FLOWER POWER?

Don’t be a WRITER. Instead be
WRITING all the time.

Flower power started in the late 1960’s and
early 1970’s as a protest to the Vietnam War.

Use as little DIALECT as possible. Use
just a small CHANGE IN SPEECH to
identify that character.

It was a slogan used as a symbol of passive
resistance and non-violence. The ‘flower
children’ of the day promoted peace and love
as a means of changing the world. It ended
when troops began to be withdrawn.

KNOW the character. BELIEVE in him.
FEEL that he is alive. Then just put down
what he says and does.

IS A BEETLE A GIRLIE CAR?

READ EVERYTHING good and bad.
You will SEE how the writer does it and
ABSORB it all.

One would think so given the amount of
flowers they sport. A guy might prefer flames
or skulls to flowers but who’s to say?

Don’t’ try to be BETTER THAN OTHER
WRITERS. Try to be BETTER THAN
YOURSELF.

The flowers were not a direct result of the
anti-war movement as, prior to that time, the
Beetle came complete with a flower vase
attached inside. No one has figured out what
that was for,

Don’t try to PRESENT YOUR IDEAS to
the reader. Instead, DESCRIBE YOUR
CHARACTERS as you see them.
A writer needs three things –
EXPERIENCE, OBSERVATION and
IMAGINATION any one of which can
compensate for the other two.

A point of interest is that the new, bolder
designs from Volkswagen – 1998 to 2011 –
show 24% of purchasers were men.
Someone said:
“Anything, besides a lifted diesel or a jeep, is
a chick car.”

You can always FIND TIME TO WRITE.
When you get an INSPIRATION write it
down. DON’T WAIT.

Wait a minute! Girls drive those too don’t
they?

Any story that can be told IN ONE
SENTENCE is NOT WORTH WRITING.
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LOOK WHAT’S ARRIVED AT THE AIRPORT

The first of Coulson’s new fleet of Special Mission ISR Citations has arrived.
The remaining aircraft will be flying in over the next few weeks for upgrades
to their cameras, mission systems, and new livery.
Since 2009, Coulson Aviation has pioneered various intelligence programs,
focused on creating additional accountability and value for government
agencies.
With our total integrated approach, we are able to provide our customers
with a safe, world-class program, 24 hours a day.
24
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FASHION SEPTEMBER 2020
SKIRT
SUIT S
REPLACE
PANT
SUITS
New,
longer
length and
soft look

JOAN OF ARC
MOOD HAUNTED,
SAINTLY
OUTFITS
Fashion as salvation in
trying times
Slinky
overcomes
sexy
WAIST TO
ANKLE
COVERAGE
also chains,
pearls and
crystal
necklaces are
fused into
garments for
one-stop
dressing

SUPER
SIZED,
SUPER
SHAGGY
COATS
a snuggly
piece of
outerwear
for every
style, every
look abd
every mood

Get this cute mask at
Stoney Clover Lane

WARM FOR FALL
Cozy and sporting
fall colors
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DID YOU
KNOW ?

THE PHILLIPINE MARS
TOOK A SWAN DIVE?

The Phillipine Mars thundered down the San Francisco Bay on September 5, 1959 and lifted
into the air for her northbound flight. She was cruising off the Oregon coast when disaster
happened. Her four engines cut out and eighty-one tons of flying boat slid like a winged brick
towards the heaving Pacific Ocean.
“The slence was deafening,” said Dan McIvor twenty six years later.
He had left his seat and was down in the cargo department and the navy flight engineer had
gone to visit the head They both scrambled back to the cockpit, past a frozen trainee whose
fiddling at the console had shut off all fuel to the engines.
The craft had been cruising at 10,000 feet when the engines died and they needed all of that.
The two pilots and the sweating engineer struggled with the instruments as the waves grew
larger with each second. Finally, the altimeter wound down.
Then slowly one by one the engines coughed, spat and spun the four bladed propellors. The
flying boat arced slowly out of the dive scant feet above the tossing waves. A pale and
chastened crew reset course for Vancouver Island.
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MAKE SOUP
SLOW COOKER SKINNY CHICKEN
(Mexican)
INGREDIENTS
2 CHICKEN BREASTS, MEDIUM
2 CUPS CHICKEN STOCK
15 OZ CAN TOMATO SAUCE
1 CUP BLACK BEANS, CANNED

METHOD

½ CUP CORN NIBLETS
1/3 ONION CHOPPED

Place chicken breasts in slow cooker with ¼ cup of
broth. Cook on high for 2.5 hours or low for 5 hours.

15 OZ CAN WHOLE TOMATOES

Shred the chicken in the slow cooker

5 CELERY STALKS CHOPPED

Add the rest of the ingredients to the slow cooker and stir

3 CARROTS CHOPPED

Cook for another 2.5 hours on high or 5 hours on low or
until vegetables are softened

1 PACKET TACO SEASONING

Serve with tortilla chips …. ENJOY
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4833 Southgate Road
#107 3949 Maple Way
2943 10th Avenue

723-4940
723-7270
723-9850
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We have
ORANGE SHIRTS
in our office at
4641 Margaret Street
one size - XL
FREE
while supplies last
SHOW YOUR SUPPORT
on
SEPTEMBER 30th
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If you’re lost and
alone or you’re
sinking like a stone.
Carry on.
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Supporting Charities and Non-Profits in
Port Alberni

BUS STOP ADS
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